
2018-19 Zearn Teacher Leader Program

Who are Zearn Teacher Leaders?
Zearn Teacher Leaders are K-5 educators from across the country with hands-on experience teaching with Zearn Math to help 
their students learn and love math. Zearn Teacher Leaders are leaders inside their schools, inside the Zearn Community of 
educators, and beyond! Zearn Teacher Leaders:

• Inspire other teachers by sharing unique experiences, stories, and ideas

• Support other teachers by celebrating successes together and helping through challenges

• Learn from other teachers by asking questions and being generous in sharing tips and ideas

What are the responsibilities of a Teacher Leader?
A Zearn Teacher Leader is a leader in the Zearn Community on Facebook and responsible for both creating new posts and 
commenting on other teachers’ posts with ideas, inspiration, and support. Posts can relate to Zearn Math or teaching and 
learning math at large and could include sharing a classroom story or tip, posting a classroom visual, sharing an article, asking 
a question, or responding to another teacher’s post with suggestions. Zearn asks that all Teacher Leaders commit to posting 
in the group at least 4 times per month. When posting, all Zearn Teacher Leaders should use the hashtag #zearnambassador 
to let others know they’re hearing from an experienced Zearner! 

What types of posts should Teacher Leaders share in the Zearn Community on Facebook?
The themes of our Zearn Community are “Inspire, Support, and Learn.” We will share a calendar with Teacher Leaders in the 
fall containing suggestions for posts each month and below are just a few ideas to get you started. Feel free to be creative and 
use inspiration from your own school or classroom!

Share a photo of
an anchor chart or other
classroom visual

Ask how others support
students who are behind
the 4-lesson per week pace

Tell a story about
a funny or unexpected
classroom moment

 Post a picture of
a classroom celebration
after completing a Mission

Write a tip about establishing
routines for taking complete
Student Notes

Let others know what
you’re excited about trying
in the new school year

https://www.facebook.com/groups/121914435117991/

